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Foreword
The Government’s long-awaited response on strengthening 
the UK’s audit, corporate reporting and corporate governance 
systems was published on 31 May 2022. It anticipates further 
consultations, and many measures will be taken forward by 
the Audit, Governance and Reporting Authority (ARGA), once 
formed. Hence, it feels, unfortunately, somewhat of an anti-
climax. Until we see the draft legislation and the proposed 
amendments to the UK Corporate Governance Code (UK CG 
Code), it is not possible to fully assess the balance of changes 
across the ecosystem or the potential costs of implementation. 
It is therefore very hard to even speculate, whether or not 
these reforms will achieve their ultimate objective — to enhance 
society’s trust in the wider UK business environment following 
corporate scandals and collapses. 

Furthermore, whilst we know that the Financial Reporting 
Council (FRC) will soon publish a workplan setting out how it 
intends to take forward the policy measures that fall under its 
remit, the response does not indicate a clear implementation 
timescale. Legislation to take forward relevant reforms is not 
expected until after June 2023 and the delays throughout 
the process thus far, cast doubt as to whether this will be a 
political priority, especially considering the impending general 
election in 2024. This creates the risk that further scandals and 
collapses might, sadly, still occur in the intervening period. 

Many of the measures in the response are a step in the right 
direction. The strengthened and expanded powers of ARGA are 
welcome and are likely to focus both directors’ and auditors’ 
minds. An explicit statement on the effectiveness of internal 
controls is a positive enhancement of existing directors’ 
responsibilities, even if the lack of specific legislation means 
it will take longer for improvements to permeate across 
businesses. It dovetails with the directors’ statement on steps 
taken to prevent and detect material fraud as well as the Audit 
and Assurance Policy (AAP) disclosures and reinforces the 
fundamental importance of internal control and assurance. 
The Resilience Statement (RS) will replace the brief Provision 
in the UK CG Code on viability with specific legal requirements, 
including to conduct a reverse stress test. These elements give 
me confidence that the reforms will change behaviours for the 
better, in due course.

On the other hand, with regards to Managed Shared Audits 
(MSA), there is a real risk they will hinder, rather than improve, 
audit quality. It remains to be seen how they will work in 
practice and what response market participants will have 
towards them. 

Maintaining the attractiveness of the UK market for inward 
investment relies on good governance and audit quality. At 
EY, we are pressing forward and embracing the reforms. 

We continue to invest in technology to drive better audit 
outcomes and also in strengthening our audit culture. To deliver 
high-quality audits in the public interest, we are ensuring our 
auditors are increasingly empowered to provide constructive 
challenge; prioritise stakeholder confidence and the public 
interest over ‘customer service’; and embrace the values and 
behaviours that research has shown are integral to audit quality.

I have been encouraged by the many companies which have 
already made strides to review and bolster their processes since 
the publication of the consultation last year, especially around 
internal controls and fraud management. Whilst companies 
wait for the detail behind the measures to be unveiled, I 
would encourage directors to familiarise themselves with the 
measures in the response and start assessing the readiness of 
their organisations in light of what we know today. 

Andrew Walton
Partner, EY UK Head of Audit
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Purpose of this document
On 9 June 2022, we published a ‘Summary of the UK 
Government’s response to the proposals on reforming audit 
and corporate governance,’ comparing key measures in the 
response to the original consultation proposals. 

This document has been developed to share our formative 
views on the key measures that are being taken forward by the 

Government. For ease of reference, the relevant chapters of the 
Government’s response are noted in first column headed ‘CH’ in 
the table below.

These formative views may evolve over time as more clarity 
on the substance and scope of the measures, timing and the 
mechanisms for implementation are unveiled.

Key for icons used in the table below — consider the icon highlighted in yellow

Proposal 
dropped

Proposal taken  
forward

Proposal taken forward but 
significantly scaled back

Q R Þ Q R Þ Q R Þ
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New entities in scope 
of the PIE definition 

Q R Þ

Directors’ overall 
accountability 

Q R Þ

1.6

5

Headline: New threshold and varying impacts on different categories of Public Interest Entities (PIEs).
• The £750m/750 threshold brings an extra circa 600 entities into 

regulatory scope — less than the circa 1,000 or 2,000 entities that 
would have been captured using the thresholds proposed in the 
consultation. Whilst the number of companies captured has reduced, 
challenges exist for these entities to become “PIE-ready” — including 
preparing for the new corporate reporting requirements and appointing 
a PIE auditor at a time when there is a current capacity squeeze in the 
audit market.

• The £750m/750 threshold is a new threshold not used elsewhere 
in company law. A certain number of the new requirements will be 
applicable to PIEs by virtue of size but will not immediately apply to all 
companies that are PIEs currently. The inverse is also true — certain 
requirements applicable to current PIEs will not be mandatory for 
companies that are PIEs by virtue of size only. This complexity will 

create confusion. The Government’s stated commitment to harmonise 
measures and thresholds over time is therefore critical, as clarity is 
needed for each type of PIE about the requirements.

• The Government’s intention to identify deregulatory opportunities to 
simplify the existing framework for PIEs may alleviate some compliance 
burden on certain entities. But it will be important to avoid unintended 
consequences. For example, if the viability statement requirement 
is removed from the UK CG Code because of the introduction of the 
Resilience Statement for PIE companies which meet the £750m/750 
threshold, a tranche of smaller PLCs (or those incorporated outside 
the UK but with a premium listing) would not have to provide any form 
of resilience reporting. This reduced transparency seems at odds with 
the objectives at the heart of the reforms — to have well-controlled and 
resilient companies.

Headline: New civil enforcement regime in relation to directors’ statutory duties on audit and corporate reporting. No powers to 
prosecute offences.
• EY has been vocal about the need to balance responsibility and 

accountability across the corporate ecosystem. We therefore welcome 
the extension of the new civil enforcement regime to all directors.

• The Government has acknowledged the concerns raised during the 
consultation about the impact that the new enforcement powers 
could have on the attractiveness of being a director, including a 
non-executive. Whether the changes made to the original proposals 
have struck the right balance between director accountability and 

role attractiveness will largely depend on both the memorandum of 
understanding between the regulators and ARGA’s expectations of 
directors.

• Directors will need to keep a close eye on how their statutory duties 
evolve, especially given the increasing expectations regarding non-
financial reporting and the potential for regulators to pursue them for 
false, misleading or incomplete climate-related information.

Points of view
CH Measure Formative views
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Headline: Explicit statement by directors on controls effectiveness to be introduced through the UK CG Code (comply or explain). No mandatory 
assurance. The Audit and Assurance Policy (AAP) to state if external assurance is sought.

• The UK CG Code, as well as the Financial Conduct Authority’s (FCA) 
Listing Rules and the Disclosure Guidance and Transparency Rules 
(DTR), include explicit requirements in respect of companies’ internal 
control systems, covering not just financial but also operational and 
compliance controls. The Government has decided to strengthen the 
Provisions of the UK CG Code rather than putting the new directors’ 
statement on a statutory footing. This is a positive step, but we are 
disappointed that the new reporting on internal controls will only 
apply to premium listed companies. This is at odds with all the other 
corporate reporting measures being introduced for PIE companies 
which meet the £750m/750 threshold.

• Considering the requirements related to the AAP; the fraud statement; and 
the new civil enforcement regime in relation to directors’ statutory duties 
on audit and corporate reporting, holistically, it is clear that directors need 
to start taking steps necessary to have the confidence to make an explicit 
statement on the effectiveness of internal controls. This will however be 
challenging until the FRC issues clear frameworks/guidance and it should 
prioritise this aspect of the consultations it has to undertake.

• An explicit directors’ statement should improve behaviours; however, 
a risk remains that, with no mandatory auditor attestation, some 
premium listed companies which have less regard for good governance 
and strong controls, may seek to opt out of the attestation and explain 
why this approach has been taken. The fact that much of the substance 
will be included in guidance adds to this concern — existing UK CG Code 
requirements are already supported by guidance, but as this is not 
mandatory, it has not stopped boilerplate and uninformative reporting.

• For the proposed changes to have a real impact, better investor 
engagement on the topic of internal controls will be needed. The 
intimated changes to the Stewardship Code and the introduction of a 
requirement in the AAP for directors to state whether they intend to 
seek external assurance on the company’s internal control framework 
will hopefully achieve this over time.

Internal controls 
systems 

Q R Þ

2.1

Supervision of 
corporate reporting 

Q R Þ

4 Headline: Entire annual report and accounts (ARA) in scope of ARGA’S review. ARGA will have powers to direct changes.

• ARGA’s new powers to investigate and sanction breaches by PIE 
directors of their audit and corporate reporting duties should be 
considered in conjunction with the extension of its powers to review 
the entire contents of the ARA and direct changes to it without a 
court order.

• We expect much greater scrutiny of front-half reporting by the 
regulator. Boards may need to revisit whether their existing processes 
and controls to conclude on whether the ARA is fair, balanced and 
understandable, and the processes and controls underpinning non-
financial disclosures, are robust.

CH Measure Formative views
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Headline: Risk, going concern and viability statement reporting expectations formalised and merged.
• The Government has listened to many of the suggestions raised 

during the consultation in respect of the RS. Companies will have 
the discretion to determine which risks to consider as part of their 
resilience assessment; can choose a period for their assessment (with 
an explanation); and need only conduct one reverse stress. It is likely 
that the narrative section within ARAs will need to be restructured 
to integrate existing risk reporting within the RS but how this will be 
achieved is unclear.

• We hope that the legislative backing of this requirement, coupled with 
the need for the AAP to explicitly state whether external assurance 

over any part of the RS has been obtained, and the potential for the 
regulator to request documentation supporting the RS, will drive the 
quality of RS reporting and the processes underpinning it.

• However, as expressed above (under PIE definition), the new 
requirement will only apply to PIE companies that meet the new 
£750m/750 threshold.

Resilience 
Statement (RS) 

Q R Þ

3.1

Headline: PIE directors to make a statement on steps they have taken to prevent and detect material fraud. No new obligations on the auditor.

• We welcome the introduction of the requirement for PIE directors (of 
companies meeting the £750m/750 threshold) to report on steps taken 
to prevent and detect material fraud. Given that several recent corporate 
failures involved fraudulent financial reporting, it is not surprising that 
three quarters of respondents to the consultation were in favour of this 
measure. The response neither elaborates on the definition of ‘material’ 
nor on the scope of fraud being covered i.e., whether fraud more broadly 
(including non-financial reporting, asset misappropriation and bribery and 
corruption) and/or whether it is fraud perpetrated within the company or 
on the company.

• Regardless, companies will have to spend more time thinking about 
financial reporting fraud and the processes and controls in place to 
prevent and detect it. We would encourage directors to conduct a 
comprehensive fraud risk assessment and to review and challenge the 
effectiveness of the company’s fraud risk management framework soon, 
rather than wait for the legislation. Levels of fraud and unethical behaviour 
are already high and the current market volatility, supply chain pressures 
and high inflation, fuel incentives to perpetrate fraud to meet targets.

• Furthermore, on 10 June 2022 the Law Commission published a paper 
on corporate criminal liability setting out options to legislate against 
companies for failing to prevent economic crime. This paper concludes 
that at minimum, a “failure to prevent economic crime” offence should 
be introduced for fraud by an associated person such as an employee 
or agent. This may lead to powers to prosecute offences for failing 
to prevent fraud where reasonable prevention procedures could not 
be proven. The paper also includes options in respect of introducing 
a reporting requirement requiring large corporations to report on 
anti-fraud procedures.

• Internal controls are a core component of any fraud risk management 
framework, and whilst the fraud statement and the enhanced internal 
control statement are being introduced on different footings (via 
legislation and the UK CG Code respectively), they should be considered 
together.

Fraud 

Q R Þ
6.2

CH Measure Formative views
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Headline: Disclosure of distributable reserves is based on new guidance and is subject to audit, however no group estimate is required.

• We consider the overall thrust of the new policies is proportionate and 
sensible, particularly if supported by high-quality guidance from the 
regulator on the RS and the new narrative reporting requirements 
(explaining the long-term approach to the amount and timing of returns 
to shareholders). We agree that the same scope of entities should 
be used for all the capital maintenance provisions and be aligned 
to the scope of RS. The measures outlined were developed based 
on a continuation of the current capital maintenance/distributable 
profits regime. Following the UK’s exit from the European Union, the 
Government may have more flexibility to look at the basis for the 
overall capital and distributions regime, for example, whether it should 
move to a solvency-based regime and what further protections, if any, 
might be warranted.

• The extant guidance from the professional bodies has been developed 
over many years and despite its complexities, works reasonably well. 
ARGA should therefore not start afresh in producing its guidance and 
should retain a similar principles-based approach. It would be helpful if 
ARGA’s guidance covered the legal framework governing distributions; 
addressed the new disclosures to assist directors both when making 
distributions as well as the new statements required in the ARA on the 
legality of dividends paid and proposed; and was clear on its status i.e., 

whether companies will be expected to have regard to it or whether 
they will be required to follow it.

• We support the flexibility to disclose distributable reserves on a ‘not 
less than’ basis. In such cases, it may still be possible to audit a ‘not 
less than disclosure’. However, assurance on an exact figure is likely 
to be unachievable. We do, however, consider that the requirement 
should be extended to all listed companies, given investors’ interest in a 
company’s ability to pay dividends.

• Greater transparency about a group’s overall distribution policy 
envisaged in the new narrative reporting requirements is also of 
interest to investors and will be welcomed by stakeholders more 
broadly. We agree that the dividend policy is an important factor to 
consider in the RS but would encourage companies to extend their 
consideration to the wider distribution policy (including matters such 
as share buybacks).

Dividends and capital 
maintenance 

Q R Þ

2.2

CH Measure Formative views
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Headline: Summary of approach to assurance (internal and external) and to working with the auditor. No new mandatory assurance 
requirements being introduced.
• The AAP is a positive measure in addressing the expectation gap on 

the level of assurance over disclosures within the front half of ARAs 
and in other corporate reporting. The annual implementation report is 
a reasonable alternative to publishing a full policy each year. However, 
including both in the ARA will further increase its length. ARGA should 
be mindful of this when it develops its guidance, and it should clarify 
how companies can reduce duplication with other disclosures within 
the AC reports.

• We welcome that the AAP will not be subject to an advisory vote, 
but core to the AAP’s efficacy will be effective engagement from 
investors who should drive the demand for assurance over matters 
most important to them. Considering ARGA’s enhanced powers to 
investigate and sanction breaches by PIE directors of their duties in 
relation to audit and corporate reporting, its remit to review the entire 

ARA, and the broad scope of the internal controls statement, directors 
will also need to decide on the extent of non-statutory assurance they 
want in order to be confident that they are adequately discharging 
these duties.

• We recommend that the AAP explains the combination of external 
and internal assurance over material disclosures by topic area 
(e.g., climate-related disclosures) or concept (e.g., metrics included in 
executive remuneration, strategic Key Performance Indicators) rather 
than by the type of assurance being obtained. This would help achieve 
the core objectives underlying the introduction of the AAP.

Headline: Minimum standards for ACs on appointment and oversight of auditors to be developed. Investor engagement to be driven via 
Stewardship Code.
• Whilst we welcome minimum standards for ACs over appointment 

and oversight of auditors and also that ARGA will be required to 
ensure they do not conflict with current regulatory requirements, 
these aspects form but a small part of an AC’s overall remit. Given 
high-quality, transparent corporate reporting and well-controlled, 
resilient companies are at the heart of these reforms, broader 
standards covering an AC’s role on internal control, internal audit, 
risk management and corporate reporting would have been more 
appropriate.

• We support revisions to the Stewardship Code to place stronger 
obligations on shareholders to engage on the audit plan and risk report 

but also more broadly, for example, on the AAP (as expressed above). 
The efficacy of many measures in this reform package relies on such 
engagement.

• We agree with the Government’s decision not to take forward the 
proposals on powers to place an observer on ACs and appoint auditors 
in specific circumstances. Observers would inhibit open and unfettered 
debate at AC meetings. We believe that ACs are best placed to make 
auditor selection decisions and auditors should not be compelled to 
take on an audit.

Audit and 
Assurance Policy 
(AAP) and annual 
implementation 
report 

Q R Þ

Audit committee 
(AC) oversight and 
engagement with 
shareholders 

Q R Þ

3.2

7.1

CH Measure Formative views
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Headline: Mandatory Shared Audits (MSA) in and potential for market share caps.
• Our views on MSAs remain unchanged: they are not the right policy 

measure to improve market resilience; are likely to lead to increased 
costs of audit; and may in fact have a detrimental impact on audit 
quality. They are likely to exacerbate existing capacity constraints in 
the audit market and there are also questions on whether challenger 
firms will be willing to participate. The increased burden to business 
may render the UK a less attractive place to do business.

• Based on a poll conducted during EY’s webcast on 6 June 2022, 
MSAs were voted as the least beneficial of the new measures with 
concerns about the effort required to implement them. It is therefore 
encouraging that the Government has recognised the need to phase 
in the requirement and to provide exemptions for particularly complex 

audits. The indication that these will only be granted in exceptional 
circumstances is however unlikely to alleviate concerns being raised by 
ACs. It will be interesting to see if some ACs decide to accelerate their 
audit tenders ahead of when ARGA is established, to defer the point at 
which they will have to implement MSA.

• We continue to advocate for a reconsideration of auditor liability or 
other measures to support the resilience of the audit market; maintain 
choice by reducing barriers to entry; and sustain the attractiveness of 
the audit profession.

Headline: PIE auditor registration and oversight to move over to ARGA. Publication of individual AQRT reports will continue to require 
consent. The FRC needs to improve AQR process.
• We are pleased that ARGA will continue to need to seek consent before 

publishing AQR reports. Before any such step is taken, there needs to 
be a clear and commonly agreed definition of audit quality and what 
constitutes an improvement area on an audit (given the AQR’s current 
classification system of “limited improvement required” or “significant 
improvement required”). Without these, publication of reports can 
have several unintended consequences including unfairly damaging the 
reputation of the companies, audit committee members and individual 
auditors concerned.

• We understand and support the importance of PIE auditor registration. 
We believe that the regulator should carefully consider the potential 
consequences of its proposals on the attractiveness of the audit 

market and the detrimental impact on audit quality if, as a direct result 
of stricter requirements, the pool and quality of auditors prepared 
to take on higher risk audits, reduces. We also consider that ARGA 
should define or provide further guidance as to what is considered in 
the public interest. In terms of balance, it is notable that there are no 
equivalent requirements (e.g., registration and approval) for directors 
and key management of PIE entities.

• We actively support improvements to the FRC’s AQR process to focus 
on audit outcomes rather than the process of conducting the audit and 
how this was documented. We would like outcome-based audit quality 
indicators to be developed.

Competition, choice 
and resilience in the 
audit market 

Q R Þ

Supervision of audit 
quality

Q R Þ
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CH Measure Formative views
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Headline: Further consultation on malus and clawback provisions to come.
• Most respondents who commented on this proposal were, like EY, 

supportive in principle of increasing transparency and rigour in malus 
and clawback arrangements. We support the improved transparency 
that the FRC’s consultation on this matter will hopefully bring.

• Many companies already have malus and clawback provisions within 
their remuneration policies for executive directors, but practice in 
this area is still evolving. Some companies currently include a wider 
list of ‘triggers’ than those suggested in the consultation. Most in the 
financial services sector already have mature malus and clawback 
policies in order to comply with existing sector-based regulatory 
provisions.

• With regards to the list of trigger conditions included in the 
consultation, enforcement would prove challenging in the absence 
of clear accountability mechanisms. In our view, the first three 
triggers (material misstatement of results or an error in performance 
calculations; material failure of risk management and internal 
controls; misconduct) are typically already included within clawback 
provisions, whilst the additional three (conduct leading to financial loss; 
reputational damage; unreasonable failure to protect the interests of 
employees and customers) would seem to be more appropriately used 
to invoke malus provisions of current year or deferred bonus.

Malus and clawback 

Q R Þ
5.2

Headline: ARGA to be established with more powers.
• We have long advocated the need for a stronger and more effective 

regulator. It is disappointing that legislation to establish ARGA on a 
statutory footing will not be made until 2024, at the earliest, given 
the number of measures in this reform package that rely on its 

establishment. Furthermore, as it is already exercising many of its 
revised functions and powers on a pre-emptive basis, there should be 
a commensurate accountability framework including for companies or 
auditors to challenge its decisions.

Strengthened 
regulator 

Q R Þ

10
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